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Abstract
The 2016 EU Membership Referendum, also known as Brexit, resulted in the United
Kingdom deciding to leave the European Union (EU). This paper uses mapping techniques to
examine the results of the Brexit. Results of the referendum show that most voters within the
United Kingdom (UK) voted along regional entities. The major regional entities examined within
the paper include England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Within these regions, national
identity, age, and economic status had a major influence on a voter’s decision to Leave or Remain
in the EU. Demographics were mapped and examined at multiple levels to better understand the
importance of these influences on voters. Along with these regional analyses, the paper discusses
the United Kingdom’s future independent from the European Union.
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Objectives
The objective of this paper is to provide an analysis of the results of the 2016 EU
Membership Referendum also known as Brexit. This analysis will work to define regional divides
in the support for leaving the European Union. Along with analyzing these divisions, the paper
will investigate which factors could have influenced voters to vote based on their geographical
identity and location. After providing a background of the origins of Brexit, this thesis will move
into overview of the United Kingdom’s results. An examination of regional divisions of the UK
will be done using maps. Following maps showing Brexit results at national and district levels,
the paper will move into exploring what factors may have influenced a voter’s decision.
Following the map analysis, the thesis will move into a short discussion of what the results
of Brexit could mean for the UK’s future. The UK faces a difficult challenge of navigating the
international arena post-Brexit. Regions like Scotland and Northern Ireland are also challenged
with the task of representing their citizens’ best interests and must consider whether independence
from the UK is a viable option. Brexit represents a shift in UK international politics and its effects
will be felt for years to come. Understanding how the UK voted in 2016 may provide insight to
what trends will drive UK politics in the future.

Methodology
In order to analyze regional divides in support for Brexit, maps were created to investigate
the results at a visual level. These maps were created using shapefiles accessed and created by
The Ordnance Survey. Voting data were gathered from the UK electoral commission. The “Brexit
Voting Results” map also added data from the Office for National Statistics. The data from the
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Office for National Statistics provided information on the population of each district. By
examining the resulting maps, voting results tied to geographical districts can be analyzed.
The “Brexit Results” map (fig. 1) clearly shows which districts voted to leave or remain
the European Union. The layers within this map were created using base data and using query
expressions to make selections. An example is “Remain” = ’50.001’. This found all counties with
a majority vote to remain. This selection was then made into a new layer. A similar process was
done for the leave layer. Once each layer was created, they were combined into a new data frame.
This new data frame contained the results for Figure 1. The final map clearly defines how each
district reported their results.
The map “Brexit Voting Results” (fig. 2) provides a more detailed breakdown of how each
district’s population voted. The map includes two data frames that show the percentage of
constituents who voted to leave or stay. The Figure on the left allows one to see the breakdown of
who voted to leave. Unlike the “Brexit Results” map this these two Figures allow for one to study
the range of support between districts. The ability to study the differences between districts in
“Brexit Voting Results” permits an examination of the finer details of the 2016 Referendum.

Background of Brexit
Any examination of Brexit and the United Kingdom’s decision to leave the European
Union must include a discussion of the history of the movement. While the UK’s removal from
the EU may seem like a huge decision with large international implications, it should be noted
that the UK’s opinion of the EU has been polarized for many years. The UK’s skepticism
regarding the EU led to the UK holding a membership referendum in 1975. This referendum was
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held just three years after joining the European Economic Community. This first referendum
resulted in 67 percent of voters choosing to stay in EEC. This early referendum shows that many
leaders and citizens never fully backed or believed in the idea of a European UK. Due to the UK’s
historic difficulty embracing the EU, the decision to hold another membership referendum was
not entirely surprising.
The inkling for another EU membership referendum had been around since the early
2000s. Nearly every party running for office since 2005 had promised to hold a referendum if
elected. The push for action came to a boiling point in 2013. Growing concern about economic
and immigration issues led many British voters to call for a referendum. In response, Prime
Minister David Cameron promised a national referendum on EU membership if reelected in 2015.
Following his reelection in 2015, Cameron made good on his promise and began the steps to
create a referendum (“David Cameron: EU Referendum Claim Fact-Checked”, 2019). Prime
Minister Cameron believed that “this vote would prove that UK citizens would show their
dedication to the EU with a solid remain majority’” (Muller 2020). Cameron’s confidence that the
UK public would come out to show its support for EU would be proven incorrect. Global events
and growing nationalism meant that the UK was set up for a highly contentious referendum. The
background of the 2016 referendum shows that the government’s decision to hold the referendum
was not a spur of the moment choice, and that EU membership had been an issue of debate for
many years.
Despite Cameron’s confidence, the results of the 2016 referendum were not decidedly proEU nor anti-EU. In 2016, citizens of the across the UK received a ballot that asked, “Should the
United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union or leave the European Union?”. Voters
were then given two possible answers: “’Remain a member of the European Union’ or ‘Leave the
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European Union’” (Kishlansky and Smith 2020). The wording of the ballot was simple which
guaranteed that voters would have a clear understanding of what they were deciding when
choosing to “Leave” or “Remain”. While the ballot’s wording was clear, the true consequences of
choosing to leave the EU were not. While raising a strong message of why leaving the EU was
important, the Leave campaign did not layout a clear path for the UK’s future if they won the
majority. Now having won the majority, there is much uncertainty about the UK’s future both
politically and economically. Understanding why UK citizens chose to leave the EU despite the
risks can help one understand thinking within the UK. It can also help one to identify groups and
areas that are different. The mapping and analysis of the 2016 Brexit results allows for a deeper
visual investigation into voting trends and geographic divisions of the United Kingdom. These
trends can be used to discuss the outcome of the referendum and what it could mean for the UK’s
future.

National Map Analysis
The 2016 Brexit referendum ended up revealing large divides in opinions between regions
of the UK. In 2016, 33,551,983 or 72.2 percent of the UK’s voting eligible population submitted
ballots (Electoral Commission 2016). While this is solid turnout for most elections, this means
that 27 percent of the voting eligible population did not participate. Lacking the opinion of a
quarter of the population is problematic, especially with something as important as withdrawing
from the EU on the ballot. Following the referendum, the Electoral Commission announced that
“Leave the European Union” won with a majority of 51.9 percent of the overall vote. With less
than two percent separating the two choices, many voters felt that their concerns and feelings
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regarding the UK’s future were
ignored. Through looking at a map
showing the voting outcome of
each district, one will notice
patterns that represent regional
divides within the UK.
While each region has
intricacies that require more
thorough investigating, Figure 1 is
useful for observing large scale
trends and seemingly unexpected
outcomes. In Figure 1, one sees
the reported results of each
district. The map uses purple to
show which districts reported a
Figure 1 Map of Districts decision to Leave or Remain within the EU

majority of “Remain within the

European Union”.
These areas completely cover the region of Scotland. Northern Ireland also only reported a
vote to “Remain”. This is due to the fact that Northern Ireland’s results as whole reported as a
single counting area. However, in Figure 1 and Figure 2, Northern Ireland was broken down into
parliamentary districts in order to provide more localized results. Had the Northern Ireland’s
districts been able to report individually, the country would have reported split results (“How the
Referendum Votes are Counted”, 2016). Scotland stands out from the rest of the UK in Figure 1
7

because its districts voted unanimously in favor of remaining within the EU. While Scotland and
Northern Ireland are much more uniform in their results, England and Wales had many districts
that went against the national majority. Figure 1 uses orange to represent areas in which the
majority voted to “Leave the European Union”. While orange covers the bulk of Wales and
England, there are many areas that reported “Remain” majorities. Figure 1 provides a general
overview of regions and hotspots that voted against the national majority. The differences seen in
Figure 1 on both a country-to-country level and a district-to-district level can be further analyzed
to find trends that exist across the UK’s different regions.

Figure 2. Results showing results by percentage
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While Figure 1 provides a basic overview of the referendum results, more detailed
mapping is needed to further discuss patterns observed in the results. This allows for one to get a
clear understanding of which areas and regions were connected by similar political views and
identities. Figure 2 expands on the data provided in Figure 1 and provides a visualization of the
percentage support for both “Remain” and “Leave” in each district. In Scotland, one sees high
levels of “Remain” support around the districts in which Glasgow and Edinburgh are located.
Similarly, in England the districts of the Greater London Area have noticeably higher support for
remain in the EU when compared to the districts of Eastern England. These large cities across the
UK were able to mobilize support for the EU but were unable to sway the national vote in favor
of remaining within the EU. Another trend seen in Figure 2 is the strong majorities to leave the
EU seen throughout England, with many districts reporting between fifty-five and seventy-five
percent support which is much higher than the national average.
The Brexit referendum was a vote that changed the path of the UK’s future. As the UK
moves away from the EU the country will face many challenges. These challenges will likely be
made greater due to the divisions within the country that became more apparent after Brexit. The
maps created and analyzed in this paper will show patterns that were observed across the country
following the election. Understanding the demographics of voters and their beliefs may help UK
lawmakers make decisions that will better unify the country now that the UK is fully removed
from the EU.
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England
As the home to both the United Kingdom’s central government and largest portion of
population, England’s opinion of Brexit was closely watched in the months leading up to the
referendum. The Office of National Statistics eventually reported that 53.4 percent of English
voters voted in favor of Brexit. England’s support for leaving the EU was higher than any other
region in the UK. When looking at Figure 1 one will notice that the majority of England’s
districts were uniform in their decision to leave the EU. An exception to the trend was the Greater
London area and other urban centers which voted to remain such as Newcastle. England’s divided
results show that smaller and more localized influences likely impacted voters’ decisions.
While Figure 1 provides a base to observe general trends, Figure 2 gives insight into levels
of support for both campaigns. Districts within the East Midlands saw the highest percentages of
leave votes. In the East Midlands, the district of Boston reported that 75.6 percent of its voting
population chose to leave the EU. This is one of the highest levels of support for leaving the EU
in all of the UK. Boston is known for its sizable migrant population that live and work on farms
within and surrounding the city of Boston. The trends seen in the East Midlands help explain
areas of England that saw high rates of Leave votes. By noting and analyzing the results of the
East Midlands, one sees the role that immigration and employment had on voters.
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Figure 3. Bivariate map of immigration and Brexit support
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Immigrant Population

Figure 4 Immigration as percentage of population
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Figure 5. Median weekly income
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In contrast to the patterns seen in Eastern England, London provides insight into the urban
and pro-European Union areas of England. As the capital of the UK and its most populated city,
London is an important center to understand in relation to Brexit. The Greater London Area is
made up of 32 local districts. 28 of these districts chose to remain within the EU. Support for the
European Union was focused at the center of London. While the UK was experiencing high levels
of immigration, voters in London were not swayed to see this as a negative. This means that
London voters were influenced by different factors when choosing to remain within the EU.
With a glance at Figure 1 and Figure 2 one sees how regional differences caused divisions
to form. The patterns seen in the East Midlands and the Greater London Area are useful when
looking at the rest of England. Voters in these areas are impacted by their geography and
experiences. Additionally, varying views on issues like immigration, unemployment, and national
identity impacted the way a voter would view Brexit. Leaders in England will need to look at the
regional results of England to understand what priorities are important to their citizens following
Brexit.
The East Midlands is a region of interest when looking at the results of Brexit. These
districts overwhelmingly supported Brexit and leaving the European Union. Figure 6 shows that
support for leaving the EU was strong across the entire region. This support existed in areas with
both large and smaller populations. Looking closer at the city of Boston and the surrounding
districts allows for the better understanding of the role that immigration, European identity, and
income levels played in the decision making of many English voters who chose “Leave”.
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In Figure 3, one sees a bivariate map comparing support of Brexit to immigrant
populations. In the East Midlands, one sees that many districts within the region had high and
medium support for Brexit and also had medium to high numbers of immigrants living in their
districts. According to the Office of National Statistics, there are approximately six foreign born
citizens to every natural English citizen in Boston. These immigrants tend to be from Eastern
European countries such as Poland, Lithuania and Latvia. These large immigrant populations
have led many to call Boston the “Most Eastern European place in Britain” (Gallagher 2016). In
general, Eastern European immigrants have moved to the area for jobs in local factories and
farms. While providing needed labor, many immigrants have not fully “integrated” into English

Figure 6. East Midlands map showing population and support for Brexit
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culture. Immigrants in Boston tend to live in their own neighborhoods, shop at ethnic stores, and
speak to each other in their native language. Assimilation of immigrants into their new
communities is a controversial issue across the globe. In areas such as London, a lack of
assimilation may not cause such polarizing views of immigration. However, in historically
English areas like Boston, the perceived lack of assimilation by immigrants have led to many
residents distrusting the new immigrant population. This distrust and lack of cohesion has led to
many parts of Boston to become segregated between the English and Eastern European
immigrants. This dislike for European immigrants likely played a large role a voter’s decision to
reject the EU and its free movement policies.
Segregation between immigrants and natural born English citizens in Boston can be
further linked to differing identities and cultural divides. Identities that were important to voters
during the Brexit vote included whether voters saw themselves as English, European, or both
English and European. The historical ties between England and Europe along with England’s
physical location, has likely influenced how English citizens see and identify themselves.
England’s role as an imperial power allowed it to rule large swaths of the globe. During this
period, England separated itself from Europe because it was a global superpower that did not
answer to other countries. Following the colonial period, England was able to retain these
separatist ideals due to the physical geography of Europe. The English Channel meant that
England did not share borders with countries outside the UK. It also provided a natural barrier
that kept out unwanted European influences and culture. The physical isolation of England
compared to the rest of Europe and its role in English history likely affected many English
citizen’s views of their identity.
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The effect of English geography and English identity can be seen in research conducted on
the topic of identity and Brexit. In the study, “Who’s European? Scotland and England
Compared” (McCrone, 2019), researchers explored how identities affected Brexit results in
England and Scotland. They found that European identity affected voters’ decision to leave or
remain in the EU. Within the surveys of English voters, it was found that eighty-three percent of
English citizens who saw themselves as “strongly European” voted to stay. Meanwhile, Eightyeight percent of Scottish citizens who saw themselves as “strongly European” voted to remain.
This deficit of five percent is very important since the final result of the referendum were so close.
Additionally, of those Scottish citizens who saw themselves as “weakly European” 51 percent
still voted to remain in the EU. On the other hand, English voters who saw themselves as “weakly
European” voted overwhelmingly to leave, with only 35 percent choosing to remain (McCrone
2019, 518). This study shows that positive opinions towards the EU were impacted by one’s
national identity. National identity is a complicated issue, with many citizens in the UK claiming
more than one; however, Brexit showed how important a citizen’s identity can be when casting
their vote.
While one’s identity is important to how they view their world, the age of a person can
also affect how they identify themselves. The UK joined the European Economic Community in
1973. This supranational organization later developed to help form the modern EU. Those born
before 1973, grew up in the UK before it had an active role in a formal European government.
This likely influenced the way that citizens viewed themselves and the role of England in the
international arena. Surveys of English citizens show that of those over 65, at least forty-four
percent identified themselves as English. In contrast, within the under 26 age bracket, only
twenty-one percent see themselves as English. In general, the likelihood one will identify
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themselves as English increases with age. Researchers found that there were two variables when it
came to an older voter’s identity and decision to leave. The first variable in this study was the
“nostalgia variable [which] captures the belief that ‘Britain’s best time was in the past’. The
second variable measures agreement with the statement ‘Young people today don’t have enough
respect for traditional British values’” (Henderson et al. 2017, 10). This study found that high
numbers of elderly English voters agreed with these assumptions and voted to leave the EU. The
age of UK voters impacted how they viewed the current state of the UK and the EU, and this
viewpoint was reflected in their final decision to leave or remain in the EU. A nostalgia for
Britain’s past was not shared across every region of the UK. Older voters outside of England did
not have the same nostalgia for a UK without the EU. This caused older people outside of
England to vote remain in higher numbers. This can be tied to Brexit voting patterns. In the
Whitely and Clarke’s survey, “Why did older voters choose Brexit?”, twenty-one percent of those
under 26 voted “Leave”. Of those over 65, 69 percent voted in favor of Brexit (Whiteley & Clarke
2020). Studies like “Why did older voters choose Brexit?” show that age and identity are
important factors that link together and are very powerful influences. However, another aspect to
consider is a voter’s income levels.
A voter’s income level and economic standing can also impact their voting patterns. A
trend seen the East Midlands is that lower income households were more likely to support
“Leave”. In Figure 6 one will notice that nearly every district within the East Midlands has a
lower weekly median income that is lower than the incomes of surrounding regions. With lower
incomes than much of the rest of the UK, voters in the East Midlands were more likely to be
targeted by the Leave campaign’s “left behind” narrative. At the time of the referendum the
poorest 40 percent of the population was no better off than they were twenty years ago (Glencross
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2018, 20). The left behind narrative was popular because it explained a voter’s lower economic
status on a outside force that could be changed. Glencross argues that voters were given the
impression that by voting for Brexit, they were actively making a decision that could improve
their economic future. Additionally, for those who felt like their future could not get any worse,
Brexit was not as large of a gamble. The campaign mobilized a group that felt alienated from
Europe and forgotten at home and used them to sway the national vote in favor of leaving the EU.
The East Midlands serves as an excellent example of how the “left behind” messaging affected
the results of Brexit.
The East Midlands provides insight into the thinking and demographics of Pro-Brexit
voters across England. These voters were impacted by their identity, views of immigration, and
economic status. By understanding these voters, one can explain why radical referendums are able
to succeed in divided countries. Additionally, by comparing this region to the rest of the UK one
can see the divisions across the UK that may cause unrest in the future.
As the center of the UK’s government and its largest city, studying London one to see
permits the trends that are more apparent in other urban areas of England. Of the thirty-three
boroughs in London, only five voted to leave the European Union. Across the entire region 2.26
million people voted in favor of remaining in the EU (“EU referendum: Most London boroughs
vote to remain”, 2016). Figure 7 provides insight into the region’s support for Brexit, and its
connections to population and median weekly incomes. The large population of the region and the
relative wealth of an area made it less likely that voters would relate to the left behind and antiimmigration messaging that was heavily used by the Leave campaign.
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The London area showed itself to be strongly in favor of remaining within the EU. As
whole, the boroughs reported that 55.9 percent of voters chose “Remain”. This is 7.8 percent
higher than the UK’s national support to remain in the EU and 9.3 percent greater than England’s
support for “Remain”. Greater London’s independence from the rest of England shows its voters
had a much different perspective on the EU when compared to the average English person. The
diversity, education, and wealth of London likely caused its voters to view Brexit differently from
the rest of the England.
Areas which ended up
voting similarly to London
likely shared these traits
and felt that the stability of
the EU was worth any of
the perceived drawbacks of
membership.
After looking at
London’s overall results,
one can begin a deeper
analysis of the region and
why voters chose to remain
in the EU. As the UK’s
largest city London holds
an influential role. In the
weeks leading up to Brexit
Figure 7. Greater London
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it was hoped that London would be able to sway the rest of the country (“EU referendum: Most
London boroughs vote to remain”, 2016). Along with having a large voting population, London’s
population is much more diverse than the rest of England. The inset in Figure 4 shows the
percentage of non-UK citizens living in London. London’s boroughs all have higher than the
national average percentages of immigrants, with inner London and Northern London
representing the largest immigrant populations. The UK government found that as of 2011
“40.2% of residents identified with either the Asian, Black, Mixed or Other ethnic group”.
London’s diversity has grown steadily over the last couple of years. For example, its Chinatown
was created in the 1950s by the descendants of London’s first Chinese immigrants who arrived in
the 18th century (Chinatown History 2020). Additionally, the district of Brixton is an ethnic
neighborhood that is home to a large Jamaican population. Jamaicans arriving to England in 1948,
settled in Brixton. This early black community grew and became a starting place for many black
immigrants arriving to the UK. Today there are numerous ethnic neighborhoods that represent the
many cultures and backgrounds that make up London’s population. These neighborhoods are
popular destinations for both local and foreign visitors who enjoy experiencing London’s
diversity. London’s long history with large diverse populations meant that the Leave campaign
was unable to produce the same levels of anti-immigrant sentiment seen in more rural areas of
England.
Along with having a diverse population, London is known for being one of the most
important financial centers of the world. As a powerful city London has ties across Europe and
the rest of the globe. Those working in sectors with international business ties likely saw the
connection between their jobs and the EU. These international businesses provide London with
many jobs that pay well. As seen in Figure 7, London overall has high median incomes. While
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living in a city means a higher cost of living, citizens in London still boast some of the highest
incomes in the UK. When combining the fact that many in London have sizable incomes and have
jobs that benefit from international ties, one can understand why London voters wanted to remain
within the EU and secure the international financial ties associated with EU membership.
Looking back at London one sees the disconnect between England’s prominent urban
center and the rural areas. The disconnect between London and the rest of England can be
attributed to its diverse population, international business ties, and overall positive relationship
with the EU. London’s trend can be applied to other urban areas in England which enjoyed
benefits similar to the capital city and also voted to remain in the EU.
The trends seen within the Greater London Area applied many other urban centers of
England. Areas such London were expected to vote Remain; however, the cities of Bristol,
Liverpool, Newcastle, and Manchester, among many others, also voted to Remain. Even the city
of Birmingham, which voted to Leave, only did so with a majority of 50.4 percent. Urban areas
have a multitude of reasons why to vote differently than the more rural areas of England. Some of
these reasons that should be looked at are the education and income level of voters within these
urban areas.

Wales
Much like England, Wales did not vote overwhelmingly for or against Brexit. Wales
reported that 52.5 percent of Welsh voters choose to leave the EU (Electoral Commission 2016).
While many native Welsh citizens voted to remain within the European Union, English citizens
living in Wales likely pushed the region to vote Leave. Wales’ decision to leave the EU was
22

shocking to many analysts because the country receives large amounts of funding from the EU,
especially, agricultural supports.
The study of the distribution of
Leave votes across Wales provides
insight into the voters which chose to
leave the EU. Of the 22 Welsh regions,
17 chose Leave. Much like the rest of
the UK, the five regions who chose to
remain were more urban, multicultural,
and educated than other areas of
Wales. Cardiff, the capital region of
Wales, reported the highest portion of
Remain votes in Wales (Electoral
Commission 2016). Much like Cardiff,
the regions of Gwynedd and
Figure 8. Results of Referendum in Wales

Ceredigion both voted to remain in the

EU. These areas are unique because they are home to the largest Welsh speaking populations in
Wales. These areas tend to elect nationalist representatives to both the Welsh Assembly and
Westminster (Jones 2017). The nationalist feelings in these regions can be attributed to the
region’s support for the EU because the EU has allowed areas like Scotland and Wales to improve
their national economies and infrastructures separate from England. In the end, the Leave
campaign won by majority of just 82,000 votes (Perraudin 2019). The Leave campaign found
strength in regions that had high unemployment rates. Two months before the referendum, Wales
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reported 28.9 percent unemployment. This rate was highest in Western Wales, which has
struggled economically since its loss of heavy industries (Annual Population Survey 2016). Like
England, these unemployed voters were more likely to identify with the Leave campaign’s “left
behind” narrative. The trends seen in the general examination of the results of Wales can be
further investigated and explored to understand voters from the region.
While the Leave campaign tended to minimize the positives of EU membership, Welsh
citizens saw many benefits of EU membership firsthand. In 2014, Wales received six times the
amount of EU funding per person when compared to England. Additionally, between 2014 and
2020 Wales qualified for almost £2 billion worth of EU aid (Jones 2016). Some of this funding
was paid directly to farmers and another large amount was directed to rural development projects.
Most of this funding was sent to Southern Wales. However, many of these regions still chose to
leave the EU. These voters likely hoped that leaving the EU would cause the UK economy to shift
to focus on local industries and bring back jobs in these sectors. At the time of the referendum
there was no real plan on how the UK government would replace this funding. This lack of
planning by the Leave campaign likely influenced some voters to chose Remain. Despite the
funding from the EU, Wales did not produce a strong Remain majority.
Like the rest of the UK, identity and citizenship affected Welsh voters’ views on Brexit.
Research at Oxford University proposes that the high number of English citizens living in Wales
affected the outcome of the vote. While areas with large Welsh speaking populations voted to
remain in the EU, areas of Wales with large English settler populations reported a large
proportion of Leave votes (Horton 2019). Those who identified as English were likely to follow
the trends seen in the rural areas of England. These English voters had a large impact on the
outcome of Wales because about 650,000 of the three million people living in Wales at the time
24

of the referendum were born in England. Of that population almost 25 percent were over the age
of 65 (Perraudin 2019). If these English voters followed the same trends and thinking of rural
English voters in England, then it is reasonable to believe that they were a significant factor in
Wales’ decision to leave the EU.
Even with a large English population, Wales may have been able to change the results of
the referendum if it had developed a cohesive national remain campaign. While Scotland and
Northern Ireland have had recent and strong independence movements, Wales’s nationalist
movements have struggled to gain the same attention. At the time of the 2016 referendum, only
10 percent of Welsh voters were in favor of Welsh independence (Morris 2016). Nor has Welsh
independence movement gained substantial growth since Brexit. However, Welsh national parties
have begun to use Brexit, and the problems associated with Brexit to try and grow their bases.
While Scotland’s geography, economy, and especially its history have led it to feel more
separated from English politics. The physical geography of Wales means that it is close to
England. Its proximity to England and mixed population Welsh and English population likely
added to voters in Wales acting very similarly to England despite messaging from national
parties. Wales and its Brexit results were influenced by many of the same factors experienced in
England. They were more impacted by the large English population that lives in Wales. These
factors along with a lack of a strong Remain campaign meant that Wales was divided and tipped
in favor of leaving the EU.
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Scotland
While England and Wales shared similar views on the EU membership referendum,
Scottish voters had an extremely different opinion on its future. Polling results from the Office of
National Statistics show that Scottish voters overwhelmingly rejected Brexit, with 62 percent
voting to stay. Along with a strong majority in favor of remaining in the EU, every county in
Scotland voted to remain. Scotland’s desire to remain in the EU can likely be attributed to the aid
the country received from the EU and the strong national identity of Scottish voters. Studying the
trends of Scotland’s results and voting patterns reveals more dichotomies between regions within
the UK.

Figure 9. Results and Population map of Scotland
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Scotland’s regional results are shown in the Figure 10. While levels of support for the
Remain campaign varied across the country, every district voted to remain in the EU. Support for
the EU was the greatest in Scotland’s major cities, with lower support in more rural areas. The
city of Edinburgh reported the highest levels of support in the country with 74.4 percent of the
population choosing Remain. Reasons for these trends can be attributed to same patterns seen in
other urban areas of the UK. The areas of least support were Moray and Aberdeenshire in
Northeastern Scotland. These areas were facing more economic difficulties than other areas of
Scotland. Figure 5 shows that Moray has a lower median income compared to the rest of
Scotland. This lower income can be linked to the large number of industrial sector jobs that make
up Moray’s economy. While it still chose to remain within the EU, Moray and its reliance on
manufacturing shows that not all of Scotland’s voters felt secure within the EU. Scotland’s
distinctive results allow for one to examine why its voters remained unified on EU membership.
Scotland’s uniform support for the European Union can likely be attributed to the benefits
that Scotland saw in remaining. All citizens of the EU enjoy free movement and trade. In addition
to these guaranteed rights, citizens and regions can qualify for subsides from the EU’s Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Much like Wales, Scotland has benefited greatly from the payments
sent from the EU. The Scottish Parliament reported that “over £500 million a year comes to
Scotland from the CAP in the form of direct payments to farm businesses and rural development
funding” (Kenyon & Thom 2018, 3). These payments likely influenced those who received them
to choose to remain within the EU. Farmers who benefited from the payments were worried that
Brexit would cause them to lose important long-term funding. After Brexit, UK government
promised to replace most EU funding until 2022, but the government has failed to release a longterm plan for the Scottish people. However, at the time of the referendum there was even less
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clarity on how the UK government would make up these payments, so that likely caused voters to
side with the Remain campaign. Scottish citizens have seen the benefits of EU membership, and
without a clear plan from the Leave campaign many were uncomfortable choosing to leave the
EU.
Along with benefits of receiving subsides from the EU, the results of the referendum seem
to show a relatively unified Scottish European identity. One of the most significant indicators of a
voter’s decision was one’s national identity. National identity in relation to Brexit can be broken
down into two areas. The first area of national identity is one’s identity to a region of the UK,
their nationality. The second component is whether a person identifies as a European and with the
EU. These two identities are not mutually exclusive because “tradition sees the UK as a
plurinational union of nations lacking in a unitary people or demos” (Keating 2019, 167). This
means that citizens of non-English nations have a choice of identities and can claim more than
one at the same time. A person in Scotland can identify as Scottish, British, and European or any
combination of the three. Researchers have looked at how the intersectionality of these identities
impacted the results of Brexit. In, “Who’s European? Scotland and England Compared” Scottish
voters showed how having a European identity could influence one to choose to remain within the
European Union (McCrone 2019, 515). These voters also showed that even when voters did not
feel a strong connection to Europe, they still chose Remain at a higher rate than other regions of
the EU. Scottish identity is an important part of many Scottish citizen’s lives. Scotland’s
nationalist party (SNP) has gathered more support over the past 10 years and now enjoys a sizable
base. Leading up to the referendum SNP launched a campaign in favor of remaining within the
EU. This campaign was successful since all of Scotland voted to Remain. Brexit showed the UK
that Scotland views itself as more European and less British. By going further and exploring other
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possible explanations for wanting to remain, one can see the many aspects that unified Scottish
citizens when it came to Brexit.
Scotland’s low unemployment rate could have also influenced voters to choose to remain.
With voters enjoying a stable economy and job market they were less likely to want large scale
changes to their governments. Researchers noted that “Unemployed individuals are found to be
much more likely to vote for Brexit” (Dlotko, Rudkin, Wanling 2019, 2). This trend could explain
why Scottish voters voted to remain a part of the EU. In the months leading up to the referendum,
the unemployment rate in Scotland decreased by 1.0 percentage point over the year to 4.8
per cent in 2016, lower than the UK rate (4.9 percent). 40.3 percent of all unemployed
people in Scotland have been unemployed for more than 6 months, the lowest since 2008
(Scottish Government 2016, 2).
Scotland’s strong employment rate may have caused voters to recognize that their strong
economy was tied to the benefits granted with EU membership. Along with low unemployment,
the occupation level of a voter may have influenced their views. Those with poor economic
prospects may have been more likely to blame the EU. Politicians played on these views a pushed
the “left-behind” narrative. This narrative was a common theme in not only Brexit, but the wider
populist political movement (Dlotko, Rudkin, Wanling 2019, 3). These voters bought into rhetoric
that blamed unemployment on the rise of immigrant workers within the UK. In the years leading
up to the referendum, Scotland saw a stable job climate and relatively low numbers of immigrants
living in the region. These lower levels of immigration meant that politicians could not use the
“left behind” narrative that was popular in England. The stability of the Scottish economy leading
up to the referendum likely caused the region to vote to remain in the EU. This stable economy
combined with the historical antagonism between Scotland and England meant that voters were
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naturally more distant from the thinking of English voters. Scotland’s past dalliances with
independence movements and attempted independence referendum allowed Scotland to make its
decision on EU membership separately from England.
Scotland showed itself to be an outlier during the Brexit referendum. Like other parts of
the UK, Scottish voters were influenced by identity. However, their identity as both Scottish and
European caused them to vote to retain EU membership. Unlike English voters, Scottish voters
saw the tangible and intangible benefits of EU membership. These benefits, combined with
Scotland’s overall stable economy, kept a majority of voters from connecting with the “left
behind” narrative popularized in England and Wales. After Brexit, Scottish leaders were obliged
to address the differences between their citizens and the rest of the UK, and a future vote for
independence from the UK is quite likely.

Northern Ireland
Similarly to Scotland, Northern Ireland voted to remain in the EU, with a majority of 55.8
percent (Electoral Commission 2016). While the rest of the UK is physically separate from the
EU, citizens of Northern Ireland share a border with The Republic of Ireland, an EU country. This
meant that the results of the referendum would greatly impact the way Northern Irish live their
everyday lives and connect with the Republic. When studying Northern Ireland, it should be
noted that counties within Northern Ireland varied in support for Brexit. However, the region was
counted as a single voting region. By further breaking down the region into counties, one is able
to better understand the voters of Northern Ireland and their choices regarding Brexit.
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When examining Northern Ireland, the area has been broken down further using
parliamentary constituencies as boundaries. When looking at these constituencies in Figure 10,
one sees that the leave campaign gained most of its support in the eastern regions, except for three
out of the four Belfast city constituencies. Even with the exception of Belfast, there is clearly an
East-West divide in Northern Ireland. With the western part of the country sharing a border with
Ireland it makes sense that these areas would have high levels of support of the EU. The EU
allowed citizens in this region to easily travel between both countries without border checks or
visas. Voters in Northern Ireland likely understood that a hard border between the two Irelands
would cause economic, social, and political issues. A hard border would serve as a modern

Figure 10. Remain and Leave results compared
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reminder of the militarized border that existed from 1960 until the end of the Troubles in 1998. At
the time of the referendum there was no clear plan on how the border between the Irelands would
be managed if the UK left the EU. There were promises that the UK would make a deal; however,
there was still a sense of uncertainty for many voters.
The history of Northern Ireland and
the rest of the UK has been difficult and
full of tension. Unlike the difficult history
between the UK and Northern Ireland,
Northern Ireland’s relationship with the EU
has brought peace and economic
opportunity to the region since the end of
the Troubles in 1998. During the Troubles,
many citizens in Northern Ireland were
unable to live peacefully in their own
homes. The violence associated with the
Troubles lasted over 30 years and it was
Figure 11. Religious majorities of Northern Ireland

not until the EU became involved that the

violence ended. In the end, the EU was a major facilitator of peace between Unionists and Irish
Nationalists (Wallenfelt 2019). The peace brought by the EU included removing the border
between the two Irelands. The Schengen agreement was a policy that allowed “the free movement
of people and common police and border controls were extended across the entire community”
(Ostergren and La Bossé 2011, 238). By removing borders, citizens were free to work, trade, and
live in Ireland without the constant reminder of Ireland being divided by the English. Brexit
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brought up the possibility of new border laws. According to a survey conducted by The Economic
and Social Research Council “over half of Catholics (55%), and 70% of Catholics who vote Sinn
Féin (the political party of the IRA), find customs checks “almost impossible to accept” (Garry et
al. 2018, 6). Those responding to the survey were also aware that vandalism and violence would
likely occur if a border were put into place. Citizens who wished to avoid conflict were likely to
vote “Remain” so that they could avoid conflict and continue Northern Ireland’s peaceful
relationship with the Republic of Ireland. The present relationship between Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland has allowed the region to flourish. This modern growth and stability
would not have been possible without the long-standing support of the European Union.
When looking at the Figure 11, one sees a trend of East versus West in Brexit support.
While many factors could influence a voter to choose to leave the EU, one important factor to
consider is a citizen’s religious background. In Figure 11, one sees the distribution of Protestant
and Catholic citizens in the region. Majority protestant areas are mainly in the Eastern
parliamentary districts. The majority Catholic areas include the Southern and Western areas of the
country. These areas are closest to the Republic of Ireland, which is a majority Catholic country.
In contrast England is historically associated with the Protestant religion. Based on these factors it
is clear that a voter’s religious identity plays an important role in understanding why voter would
have voted in favor of remaining in the EU, or in leaving.
The prosperity of the Irish region can be partly attributed to the membership benefits that
multiple generations have enjoyed. Northern Ireland’s tariff-free trade relationship with the Irish
Republic accounts for “37 percent of the North’s EU exports… amounting to 21 percent of its
entire exports” (Tonge 2016, 341). Having a tariff free and easily accessible trade partner has
allowed Northern Ireland to enhance its economic future. By participating in the tariff free trade,
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the Northern Irish were able to expand their economic portfolio. In 2016, over half of Northern
Ireland’s export revenue outside of the UK came from the EU 7 billion pounds worth from EU
trade and 5 billion from the rest of the world (Reland 2020). This free trade revenue is at risk
following Brexit. Additionally, the GDP of Northern Ireland has steadily increased since 1998.
This growth was largest in Belfast where the GDP went from just over £20,000 per person to
£44,332 per capita. This stable growth probably caused many Irish voters to link their economic
growth with EU membership (Fenton 2019). At the time of the vote, it is likely that voters
worried that the future built from Northern Ireland’s relationship with the EU would be put at risk
because if the EU enforced new tariffs and other barriers following the UK’s exit from the EU.
The economic benefits and peace that have come from Northern Ireland’s relationship with the
European Union could push Northern Ireland to leave the uncertainty of UK and return to the
prosperity of the EU, and perhaps seek unification with the Republic.
While an East-West divide based largely on religion and its political expression would be
a simple explanation, the city of Belfast adds to the complexity of Northern Ireland’s results. As
the largest city, Belfast draws citizens from across the country. Those coming from the West
bring their own experiences and beliefs to Belfast. Voters in Belfast were likely aware of the
many benefits that come with EU membership. Additionally, Belfast is highly mixed in terms of
religion. According to Census data from 2011 published by the Northern Ireland Assembly the
city of Belfast is 48.8 percent Catholic and 42.5 Protestant (Garry et al. 2018, 11). Belfast’s
history with religious conflict and more recent peace likely caused many citizens to vote in favor
of retaining the status quo. Voters’ in Belfast were also likely to be influenced by the same factors
that caused other majors cities across the UK to vote in favor in of EU membership including a
more cosmopolitan outlook and integration in the global economy.
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Northern Ireland’s geography and history with the EU allow it to exist both physically and
ideologically separate from the rest of the UK. Following the Brexit vote, the internal divisions
within Northern Ireland were made even more apparent. Voters in Northern Ireland were
influenced by many of the same factors seen across the UK; however, the religious identity and
ties to the Republic of Ireland were influences unique to the region. In the end, Northern Ireland
chose to remain apart of the EU because many were worried about the uncertainty that existed
with choosing to leave.

The UK After Brexit
The United Kingdom’s best step forward following, Brexit will be fostering a strong
economic and political partnership with the European Union. There were fears that the UK would
be forced to leave the EU without reaching a deal. However, the UK was able to work out a deal
after four years of negotiations and a 11-month long transition period. Despite the drawn out
process there will be many details and issues that will require further negotiation in the coming
years. Along with focusing on economic issues, post-Brexit UK must address the divisions
brought out by the 2016 referendum. These divisions include differences from urban to rural
regions as well as demographic differences. Even though the referendum passed, the effects of
Brexit will be felt by the UK for years to come.
While Scotland and Northern Ireland may exit the United Kingdom in the future, Wales
and England will remain united under the Westminster government. As feasibly surviving
members of the UK, Wales and England’s best course forward would be to continue to develop
trade agreements with both the EU and former UK states. The current trade deal allows for fishing
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and shipping industries to continue with a few more obstacles, but otherwise unaffected. Issues
arise with the UK’s financial and service sectors. The EU accounted for 43 percent of the UK’s
total exports, and of those exports 42 percent were in finance and business services (Ward 2020).
This means that the UK will need to quickly work out any parts of its current trade deal that
would block these sectors.
Brexit’s results have proven that the relationship between Scotland and England is fragile
and could break down if action is not taken. The connection between Scotland and the rest of the
UK was made weaker by Brexit. Due to Scotland’s differing priorities, as well as hostility
towards England, many in Scotland will cite inconsolable differences as reason to look towards
independence from the Westminster government. By becoming an independent state Scotland will
be able to pursue EU membership and have full say over its future.
Scotland will likely look to secede from the UK and rejoin the EU in the coming years.
Following the results of Brexit, First Minister of Scotland, Nicola Sturgeon, quickly called for
Scottish citizens to consider exiting the UK. In the publication “Scotland’s Place in Europe”,
Sturgeon wrote, “the stark divergence in the democratic will between the different nations of the
United Kingdom demands a reappraisal of how political power in the UK is exercised” (Scottish
Government 2018, 7). Sturgeon’s comments show that Scottish leadership is willing to challenge
the Westminster government if it means the betterment of Scotland. Despite strong campaigning
in 2014, Scotland fell short of a majority vote for independence and remained a part of the UK.
However, since the referendum there have been many polls to see how citizens would respond to
an independence referendum today. In 20 consecutive polls Scottish voters have said that they
would choose to leave the UK (Walker 2021). These voters have noted that Brexit, COVID, and
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the economy influenced their desire to leave the UK. However, Scotland faces an uphill battle if it
decides to hold another independence referendum, because of opposition from Westminster.
One of the best ways for an independent Scotland to succeed is by obtaining membership
to the European Union. During the 2014 referendum for independence, “the issue of EU
membership was hotly debated...The governing party in Scotland, the Scottish National Party
(SNP), advocated EU membership as part of the viability of an independent Scotland” (Thompson
2019, 142). Without the financial and trade benefits of the EU, Scotland will struggle to succeed
and prosper. Following Brexit, and before the UK reached its current trade deal with the UK,
there were many projections about the financial loses that Scotland would deal with. The Scottish
government found that “failure to remain in the Single Market or to secure a free trade agreement
would see Scotland’s GDP around £12.7 billion lower by 2030 than it would be under continued
EU membership” (Scottish Government 2018). The shocking losses laid out by the government
shows how Scotland’s economy will be greatly impacted by a referendum that they did not
support. Knowing that their economic future is at risk will likely cause previously neutral Scottish
citizens to call for independence, and political leaders in power will be forced to listen. However,
even if Scotland chooses to rejoin the EU as an independent state, the path for doing so is not
entirely clear.
Following Scotland gaining independence, Scottish leaders will need to navigate the
process of rejoining the European Union. Reunification with the EU will be difficult because
there are no rules or precedent for a country rejoining the EU following departure (Skoutaris
2017, 309). However, Scottish leaders could argue that their lack of support for Brexit and
previous contributions to the EU should allow for a streamlined membership process. Unlike most
countries looking to join the EU, Scotland already meets almost all of the EU’s requirements for
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the Single Market, the Common Agricultural Policy, to the Common Foreign and Security Policy,
and the Customs Union. So, it would already meet most of the EU’s current 35 chapters that have
to be negotiated for the accession process (Hughes and Lock 2018). This would likely allow
Scotland to reduce the waiting period required for most prospective members. Despite the lack of
clear guidelines, Scotland will likely move forward with independence because the United
Kingdom’s deals are not strong enough to outweigh the risks of independence.
As the UK navigates the world without the EU, Scotland will have to ask itself if it wants
to remain a member or pursue independence. The referendum for EU membership displayed that
Scotland and the rest of the UK have different visions for the future. Citizens who were nervous
to vote for independence in 2014 may be willing to vote for an independent Scotland now that
they know more about how they will be directly impacted by a referendum they did not support:
the EU may seem a better prospect than the UK.
The divide between Northern Ireland and the UK was deepened by Brexit and may lead to
Northern Ireland seeking a solution that includes declaring independence and rejoining with the
Republic of Ireland. Unlike Scotland, Northern Ireland has a clear legal path towards
independence. Additionally, rejoining the EU will be much simpler than Scotland’s path. While
the Westminster government would be reluctant to lose Northern Ireland, Brexit may be the push
that causes citizens in Northern Ireland to consider reunification. The fact that Northern Ireland,
like the Republic, adds to the likelihood of a referendum.
The 2016 referendum will likely cause Northern Ireland to pull away from the rest of the
UK. Once Northern Ireland leaves the UK it will be able to join with the Republic of Ireland and
the EU. This is because “the secession of Northern Ireland will not mean the creation of a new
(Member) State. Instead, it will trigger the territorial expansion of an EU Member State – Ireland
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– to which EU law already applies in accordance with Article 52 TEU” (Skoutaris 2017, 297). By
having a guarantee of EU membership many voters will likely feel comforted that they will not
have to navigate the same membership hurdles that Scotland would face. This guarantee of
security will likely reinforce the nationalist movement in Northern Ireland. Northern Ireland’s
right to succeed is found in “section 1 of Northern Ireland Act 1998, Northern Ireland enjoys a
right to secede to join a United Ireland if the majority of its people agree to this in a referendum”
(Skoutaris 2017, 290). Building this simple majority will be the goal of the Nationalists within
Northern Ireland. Pro-reunification and Pro-EU parties have already shown growing strength. In
Northern Ireland’s most recent parliamentary elections, “the two independent candidates
associated with the Ireland Freedom Party, which advocates Ireland exiting the EU… each
received only received around 1 percent of the first preferences in their respective constituencies”
(Johnston 2019, 26). Northern Ireland’s recent election reflects voter’s shift away from politicians
who do not support the EU. Pro-EU politicians that were elected will likely “use the Good Friday
Agreement to bolster their case. The 1998 deal pledges close cooperation between the British and
Irish governments over its contents as ‘partners in the European Union’” (Tonge 2016, 339). The
agreement created a new governing body in Northern Ireland that split power between Unionists
and Nationalists and took back decision making from London. This agreement lowered tensions
in Northern Ireland because both groups felt that they had power to shape the region’s policies
and future (What Was the Good Friday Agreement 2018). Following Brexit, politicians could
argue that the previous violence avoided by the agreement could reoccur because Nationalists feel
that the opinions of the Northern Irish were ignored.
It is likely that once leaders feel that they have enough support to reach a majority in an
independence referendum they will begin the process. Northern Ireland’s solution to the division
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created by Brexit will be to simply take the legal path that has already been granted to them and
reunite with Ireland. This solution would have negative impacts for the remaining members of the
United Kingdom; however, Northern Ireland would be able to quickly return to the benefits they
have been granted under the European Union.

Conclusion
This paper has used mapping to explore the geography of United Kingdom’s results in the
2016 EU Membership Referendum. Through mapping of results and associated demographics,
divisions within the UK have been identified and explored. In addition to identifying differences
between regions, the paper has explored possible factors that may have influenced voters to
choose to leave or remain within the EU. Future research into this topic could investigate smaller
regions and explore more localized trends. These smaller regions may provide more insight into
which factors had the greatest impact on voters.
For the regions investigated in this paper, specific influences were explored for their
possible impact on voters. These influences include regional identity, economic status, age, and
personal view of the UK’s relationship with the EU. Regional identity and economic status seem
to have the greatest impact on a voter’s decision. Regional identity also played a large role in how
a voter viewed the importance of EU membership. This important influence manifested itself in
the clear divides between Scotland, Northern Ireland, and the rest of the UK. By looking at how
these influences impacted voters, one can better understand why many regions voted similarly to
one another. These influences and regional divides will likely remain an important part of UK
politics for years to come.
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After exploring the UK and its results, the paper moved on to discuss what these findings
could mean for the UK and its future. It is likely that nationalist groups within Scotland and
Northern Ireland will use the results of Brexit to campaign for independence. The timeline for
such independence movements is still unclear and would require research into political
movements within the country. Now the UK has formally ended its membership from the EU the
next few years will be filled with political and economic negotiations between the UK and the rest
of the world as the country tries to forge an independent course.
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